
UC CAM120ULB-1

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS

 

All-in-one conference bar

Simplify your meetings via one collaboration solution,
equipped with 12MP camera, 6 array microphone and 8W
speakerphone.  Intelligent face detection, auto tracking
and voice localization provide seamless meeting
experiences whilst zoom in/out and up to 3 camera
position presets are all controlled using the remote control.
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120° field of view
The field of view means the observable area
one can see through the camera lens. It
translates directly to how much of your meeting
space will be visible to the participants joining
remotely. A 120-degree FoV is the right solution
for most standard meeting spaces.

Auto-framing
With intelligent face detection and voice
localization, the camera tracks whoever is
speaking and smoothly switches between
presenters automatically adjusting to best fit
participant location and quantity. It not only
recognizes and zooms in on meeting
participants, but also tracks speakers as they
move about the room.

Camera position presets
Three predefined camera presets combined
with 5x digital zoom allow for instant meeting
start up. Just point the camera to your preferred
focal point, save it and select between the
saved options with one button when needed.

Studio-quality sound
6-element Microphone & 8W Speakerphone
featuring Adaptive echo canceller, Automatic
tracking, Noise reduction, Automatic gain control
& Dereverberation deliver crisp, high quality
sound free from any background noise or
distortion.

FEATURES
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Camera

Pixels 12M

Native resolution 4K UHD

Supported
resolutions

2160p/30fps, 1440p/30fps, 1080p/30fps

Diagonal field of view
(dFoV)

120°

Focus mode fixed

Focus distance 2m

Zoom 5x digital zoom

AutoFraming yes

Number of camera
position presets

3

Audio

Number of
microphone arrays

6

Voice pickup distance 8m

Adaptive echo
canceller

yes

Automatic tracking yes

Noise reduction yes

Automatic gain
control

yes

Dereverberation yes

Speakers 1 x 8W

Connectivity

Camera USB Type-C

Audio In/Out x1

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

Cables USB 2.0 (type A to C)

Wall mount yes

Anti peeping cover yes

Remote control yes (batteries included)

Power adapter yes

SUSTAINABILITY

Regulations CE, RoHS support, ErP, WEEE, REACH

DIMENSIONS / WEIGHT

Product dimensions
W x H x D

462 x 76 x 93mm

SPECIFICATION
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Box dimensions W x
H x D

538 x 160 x 169mm

Weight (without box) 1kg

Weight (with box) 2.3kg

EAN code 4948570032983

RELATED INFORMATION

Related products UC CAM120UL-1, UC CAM180UM-1, UC CAM80UM-1, UC CAM75FS-1, UC SPK01M,
UC SPK01L
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